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Finger Guards 

 
Background  
 
Finger guards are used on doors to protect young and vulnerable people from trapping their               
fingers between the hinge side of a door and the door frame. The majority of finger guards                 
are plastic covers that prevent fingers being caught as the door closes. The use of finger                
guards in early years settings throughout Northumberland is widespread and the incidences            
of fingers being trapped in doors across County Council establishments is very low.             
However, the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has recently fined a board of governors at               
a school in Tameside after a young child received injuries to her middle finger that later                
resulted in a partial amputation as a result of trapping her fingers in the hinges of a toilet                  
door. The HSE found that the finger guard on the door was missing as one had not been                  
fitted since the toilets were converted five years previously. The HSE also found that there               
was no system in place for checking and monitoring the finger guards. 
 
There are no statutory requirements to fit finger guards to doors. However, there is a               
requirement for Northumberland County Council (NCC) to ensure, so far as is reasonably             
practicable, that people using our facilities are not exposed to risks to their health and               
safety. In addition, there is a requirement to make a suitable and sufficient assessment of               
any risks to employees and to any persons arising out of or in connection with their                
undertaking. In short, NCC has a duty to identify areas where there is a risk that pupils,                 
visitors, service users etc may potentially trap their fingers. This exercise was carried out in               
the past within schools by a company called ‘FingerSafe’. However, there remains an             
ongoing need to ensure that finger guards are considered in areas of potential risk and in                
areas which have been refurbished across all NCC establishments. 
 
Some doors, such as fire doors, are often fitted with self closing devices. The action of                
these closes the door slowly. They can also help to reduce the likelihood of fingers being                
trapped on the handle side of the door. It is important to note that where doors have been                  
fitted with self closing devices, then these must be maintained and well adjusted to ensure               
that they do not close rapidly or slam shut. Self closing devices do not eliminate the risk of                  
fingers being trapped in the hinge cavity, but do allow people more time to remove their                
fingers before the door closes.  
 
As a general guide, finger guards should be fitted in first, primary and special schools on all                 
doors forming the main circulation routes and where children may be unattended. The need              
to fit finger guards diminishes as children become older and more competent.  
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What do you need to do now?  
 
If you are the headteacher, manager or responsible person at an NCC establishment, such              
as a school, library, visitor centre, leisure centre etc where young children, elderly or              
vulnerable people have access, you will need to undertake a risk assessment to determine              
if any doors require finger guards. This risk assessment would need to take into account               
building users, areas where young children may congregate, such as when queuing in             
corridors, heavy doors or doors that may slam during windy weather. It would be useful to                
observe circulation of people within the building and review previous          
accidents/incidents/near misses and speak to other members of staff. This risk assessment            
can be undertaken by the headteacher/manager/responsible person or alternatively there          
are a number of reputable companies that supply finger guards and some can assist with               
undertaking such risk assessments, some contact details are supplied below. The health            
and safety team can offer advice and support, but are unable to complete the risk               
assessments on your behalf.  
 
A generic risk assessment has been produced which can be adapted for each building. In               
addition, a checklist is available to assist you when completing the assessment.  
 
Checks after installation 
 
Headteachers,managers/responsible persons should ensure that finger guards or other         
safety devices installed at their premises are regularly visually inspected for signs of             
damage so that appropriate remedial action can be be taken. This could be added to regular                
premises inspection checklists. 
 
Refurbishment 
 
This guidance should be considered where any buildings are constructed or refurbished to             
ensure that finger trapping risks are identified at the design stage to enable the risks to be                 
eliminated or minimised. Where finger guards have previously been fitted then it is important              
to assess if these should be replaced following any refurbishment work. 
 
Link to checklist  
 
Link to generic risk assessment 
 
Link to HSE press release 

 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xAz3Qy4sAuzCtGZAIzSZU_FTKuWi-AqZwHN_0NoXn6A
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yzOb6uptsjLhhqqhlNs91MI0jI-B8gGGZ7ya9of3JUo
http://press.hse.gov.uk/2017/board-of-governors-fined-after-safety-failings-left-pupil-injured/
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Companies that supply finger guards (these companies are not endorsed by NCC)   
  

● Cardea Solutions (0161 413 0766)  https://cardea-solutions.com  
● Fingersafe ( 01268 777733)   http://www.fingersafegroup.com/ 
● Kidrapt (01582 493382)   https 

://www.childsafety.co.uk/product/211/finger-protector-hinge-cavity-cover/ 
● Door tech ( 0845 838 5906)    http://www.doortech.co.uk /  (10% discount available when 

quoting NCC establishment) 
 
 
Glossary of terms  
 
Finger guard 
A device which provides protection against fingers entering the dangerous gap between the hinge              
side of a door and the door frame. 
 
Self closing device / door closer 
A device fitted to the top of the door that enables the door to close in a safe manner 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For further information please contact the Corporate Health and Safety Team on 01670 
623854 or email healthandsafety@northumberland.gov.uk 
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